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Europe is set to further diversify its natural gas import sources
Natural gas net imports to Europe in 2018

Gas balance in Europe 2014–24
• LNG is expected to play an increasingly important
role in Europe’s, growing at a rate of 4% per year
up to 86 bcm by 2024.

Source: McKinsey 2019

• The increase in LNG supplies leads to greater
competition between LNG and pipeline gas in
Europe

Source: IEA Gas Market 2019

Global drivers for LNG demand
• Coal-to-gas switch in China is major driver for global LNG growth
• China and India will overtake other established Asian markets, like Japan
and Korea, accounting for half of all LNG imports
Chinese demand will influence
supply/demand dynamics in Europe

• EU ETS and competition between
coal and gas in power generation are
major drivers for LNG in Europe

Source: Shell LNG Outlook 2019

Global LNG trading increased by an average of 6.4% per year
since 2000

Source: IGU, World LNG Report 2019

LNG global import growth
• Global LNG trade to reach 546
bcm/y by 2024, increasing by
26% compared to 2018
• LNG import growth driven by
China
 World’s largest LNG
importer by 2024 at 109
bcm/y
 China’s LNG imports
increase by almost 50%
between 2018 and 2024
 1/3 of total LNG growth by
2024
Source: IEA Gas Market 2019

 105 bcm/y for Japan

European indigenous gas production is declining
(but can be mitigated!)
European gas production 2004-2024

Natural gas production in the Netherlands, 2013-2018

• European natural gas production declined in 2018 by
4.6% to 250 bcm
• Decline mainly caused by falling output in the
Netherlands (down 8 bcm/y)
• Production is expected to decrease at a rate of 3.5%
per year through 2024
• Key supportive measures in MS to prevent decline
(MER in UK, small fields in NL, exploration!)

Source: IEA Gas Market 2019

European gas import needs expected to increase
– Europe has the import capacity
Natural gas supply-demand gap in Europe 2014-24

• European natural gas import needs
are expected to increase by ~ 50
bcm/y to reach 336 bcm/y in 2024
• Incremental import requirements will
be met by pipeline gas imported
through the Southern Gas Corridor,
additional LNG volumes, and from
traditional suppliers such as Russia
• In Europe demand is expected to be
met by a 6% increase in pipe flows
and a ~ 50% increase in LNG flows
(McKinsey, 2018)

Source: IEA Gas Market 2019

• Europe’s existing infrastructure
means it has the capacity to increase
substantially LNG imports

Various growth forecasts for LNG in Europe

Source: BP Energy Outlook 2019
Source: Shell LNG Outlook 2019

Source: Total Energy Outlook 2040

European demand for LNG is already growing – scope to
increase utilisation when necessary
LNG Terminals

Source: Shell LNG 2019

Source: GIIGNL
Annual Report
2019

LNG in transportation
Global fleet of LNG-fuelled vessels in Northern Europe
The application of more stringent emissions rules by the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) are providing
incentives to use LNG as marine fuel, in particular in the North
Sea and Baltic

Source:
Shell
LNG
Outlook
2019
Source: LNG Supply Chains and the Development of LNG as a Shipping
Fuel in Northern Europe, Oxford Energy

Gas consumption in Europe is expected to be driven by
power generation
World natural gas consumption growth for selected countries and regions, 2018-2024

Source: IEA , 2019

LNG in power generation
LNG is increasingly used to complement
renewable power generation

Source: Shell LNG Outlook 2019

Gas- versus coal-fired power generation costs in Europe, 2014–18

• Gas is increasingly more competitive than coal in power
generation, driving LNG growth
• Regulation to support the coal-to-gas switch, e.g.
550gCO2/kWh, floor price, ETS
Source: IEA Gas Market 2019

EU gas potential
• Europe has around 5,100
bcm of commercial and
technical gas resource
• Without including
estimated 989 bcm of
yet-to-find, that have
risen thanks to
conducive policies and
encouraging prospects in
Croatia, Cyprus,
Greenland, Ireland,
Norway, and Romania
• Around $60 billion is expected to be spent on
exploration between 2016 and 2025, with most
wells targeting prospective areas in the North
Sea

Policy drivers for LNG
• Coal-to-gas switching

• Avoid market distortions
o Retail price regulation

• Gas with renewables
o Support flexibility mechanisms
o Flexibility should be remunerated

• Development of liquid gas hubs
o Enable flexibility and transparency, and supports
SOS
o Promote domestic production to kickstart the hubs,
e.g. Black Sea & East Med

o Strategic gas storage obligations
o Subsidised infrastructure

• Promote cross-border trade and
market integration
o Scaled up markets
o Lift any MS export restrictions

Hydrogen from natural gas

•

The main source of hydrogen
production in the world today is
natural gas reforming, a process
which produces hydrogen and CO2

•

Gas reformers can be optimised to
capture over 90% of CO2
emissions from this process

•

Methane pyrolysis also an option

Hydrogen for Europe - study
The “Hydrogen for Europe” study will provide science-based knowledge about the potential to
reduce costs and accelerate the decarbonization of Europe's energy system before 2050
by including hydrogen from natural gas with CCS.
Main hypothesis:
A.

Reaching Europe's climate targets will be significantly less costly if
utilizing clean hydrogen from natural gas with CCS

B.

The probability of reaching the climate targets will increase drastically if
utilizing clean hydrogen from natural gas with CCS, as this will give
more time for the transition into renewable energy and hydrogen from
electricity.

This hypothesis will be investigated and analysed thoroughly by detailed full
energy system modelling through a scenario approach.

Next phase (ca. Oct 2019 – Oct 2020) open to additional industry participants
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